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CHARACTERS

ZENO OF ELEA, in middle age
LYSIS, a youth
DIOTIMA, young wife of Zeno
ACHILLES, the Achilles

SETTING

The heel of the Italian boot—5th century BC. An agora in the Greek colony of Elea.



(AT RISE: Scattered about are a terrarium, some bows and quivers of arrows, a
bulky sack. ZENO and LYSIS enter, in the midst of an animated conversation.
ZENO gently cuddles a turtle.)

ZENO

You wouldn’t talk such nonsense if you had paid attention.

LYSIS

On the contrary, Master Zeno, I was all ears, which could not escape bewitchment by the
music of a fine lady’s voice—laughter, giggles; moans, slow at first; some grunts—

ZENO

Attention to me. The gods blessed my master, great Parmenides, by giving him Zeno of
Elea—a devoted and, if I say so myself, worthy disciple. But on Zeno they chose to play a
joke: reduce me to a single follower, one distracted by the merest hint of fair cheeks or
lustrous hair. Who would believe that the cream of Italian youth once sat at my feet? But
ambitious young men no longer see a future in becoming pre-Socratics.

LYSIS

—shrieks—wild cries—

ZENO

Have I wasted my breath? Did my dialectic of the millet seed teach you nothing?

LYSIS

Millet seed?

ZENO

Your ignorance, Lysis, is exceeded only by your indolence. We will review.

(ZENO has circled behind LYSIS’ back to hoist
a large sack, which he heaves onto the ground
with a bang.)

You heard . . . ?

LYSIS

A great sound, Master. Yet another sack of millet crashing to the ground.

(ZENO steps in front of LYSIS, pinching in his
fingers a single seed, which he lets fall. They
watch it drift to the ground.)

ZENO

And now you heard . . . ?

LYSIS

Nothing.

(ZENO circles behind LYSIS, to push the sack
out of sight.)
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ZENO

But if a great sack of millet makes a great sound, does it not follow that a tiny seed makes a
small one?

LYSIS

That seems inescapable.

ZENO

But you did not hear it, proving that you fail to perceive small sounds even when they are
present. Must it not follow that you can perceive great sounds even when they are absent?
How, therefore, can you trust your ears, or any other so-called senses? How do you know that
a sack of millet fell?

(ZENO turns LYSIS to display the absence of
the sack.)

So what can you know about the supposed love cries of some stranger?

LYSIS

Hardly a stranger: I’d know your wife’s voice anywhere.

ZENO

Come now. Did it cry, “Zeno, my rampaging bull! Olé!” or “Hurry, my Zeno, my big-tusked
boar!” or anything along those lines?

LYSIS

It did not.

ZENO

(Wistfully)
That has the ring of truth.

LYSIS

It did shout encouragement to “my Trojan horse”—who, it seemed, was not named Zeno.

ZENO

QED. Had it been Diotima she could hardly have mistaken about what to call me.

LYSIS

True enough. And when she does speak of you, “bull” and “bore” are often on her lips.

ZENO

Do not be a slave to sensation, to mere seeming. It offers no guide to Truth. (Pause.) But,
just for the sport of it, what was that name you thought you heard?

LYSIS

Trick question! But I will avoid the snare my cunning Master has laid: he’s taught me to count
as nothing the testimony of mere eye-witnesses.

ZENO

How many? And I thought you only listened.
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LYSIS

What does the number matter? Multiplying error brings us no nearer to truth.

ZENO

I could not have said it better. And I will now prove by irrefutable logic that your story is
impossible. I begin with a self-evident axiom, requiring no discussion: to launch my wife on
the crest of a breaking wave of passion I must be, figuratively and literally, within arm’s reach.

LYSIS

If my Master says so.

ZENO

Yet, at the time you heard these so-called sounds, was I not—according to my invariable
custom—here, in this very place, engaging passersby in energetic discourse?

LYSIS

So I’m told.

ZENO

And am I, a mere human, capable of being in two places at the same time?

LYSIS

Surely not.

ZENO

Thus I, here, interrogating the cosmos dialectically, could not have been in some other there,
invigorating Diotima anatomically.

LYSIS

But you yourself, Master, have proven that place does not exist. For everything that exists,
exists in a place. Thus, place itself, if it exists, must exist in some place, and the place in
which place exists must also have its place, along with the place in which the place in which
the place exists, and so on, so that the dialectical consequence of the existence of place would
be . . . an unbearably long sentence.

(ZENO, who has been drawing out the steps of
the argument with a conductor’s gestures,
gives up.)

ZENO

Take five. Beginners should not overtax themselves.

(ZENO takes another turtle from the terrarium
and hands it to LYSIS.)

And be soothed. (Pause) An “unbearably long sentence.” So might a Sage describe the
married life.

LYSIS

Not yours, Master, surely. The beauty and youth and vigor of Diotima are as renowned
throughout Italy as are her appetites.
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ZENO

Which have driven more than one man to turtles—and let me tell you that old wives’ tales are
no help to an old man with a young one. I gulped a gallon of turtle elixir, vintage stuff, but the
outcome was a flop. Tincture of terrapin and tortoise tartare, full prescription strength, were
no more successful. They could not . . .

LYSIS

Raise Atlantis? Add a skewer to the old kebab?

ZENO

Which was all to the good, for it taught me something: The turtle, I learned, is not merely an
amiable companion—it is a philosophical instrument.

(ZENO sets his turtle on the ground and shoos
it forward.)

God speed, Anaximander. Fly, my little brother! Confound the wise! Take wing!

(The turtle inches toward the wings. If this
effect is not practical, so be it—the moving
turtles suggested here and elsewhere are not
essential.)

Behold this least reflective of creatures who crawls confidently toward some blissful muddy
there, untroubled by the fact that there, being a place, does not exist. Even more splendid is
that Anaximander crawls, i.e. moves—as though I had never proved that motion is
impossible. He throws down the gantlet not just me but to my master Reason itself. Is that not
magnificent? Oh, to be a turtle—to feel that wild freedom, the wind in your hair! To be
unaware that your desires are unattainable and, fortified by that very ignorance, to satisfy
them!

LYSIS

Does Master teach that motion truly cannot be?

ZENO

Ignorance, of course, has always been one of your strong points.

LYSIS

All motion? Right/left? Up/down? . . . In/out?

ZENO

All.

LYSIS

It is a wonderful doctrine.

ZENO

And a great comfort to the celibate.

LYSIS

How marvelous that even the most ecstatic gyrations, the most agitated groaning vibrations,
the most urgent grunting shrieking palpitations—
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ZENO

You need not labor the point.

LYSIS

—are mere illusion. I long to hear the mystery explained.

ZENO

First, swear that you will not reveal our secrets: The Many may hear rumors that motion is
impossible but only the cult may know why.

LYSIS

The cult?

ZENO

Both of us.

LYSIS

Has Master considered a membership drive?

ZENO

Swear.

LYSIS

I swear. I ask Master to begin with my favorite motions.

ZENO

Behold unsuspecting Anaximander. And prepare to be astonished.

LYSIS

Oh, Master, please—not with a turtle. That would be perverse, even before a witness willing
to swear it was illusion.

(ZENO picks up a bow, notches an arrow, and
takes aim at Anaximander. LYSIS interposes
his body.)

I will not allow you to destroy this magnificent creature merely to conceal evidence of an
unnatural passion.

ZENO

Anaximander is in no danger, as I will first prove logically and then demonstrate materially.
Suppose I were to release this arrow—to “let it fly.” At any moment of its so-called “flight”
the arrow must be where it is and nowhere else. Thus, in that moment it cannot
move—because it is where it is and cannot move where it is not. So it must be at rest. But if,
at every moment, an arrow is at rest it never moves. QED. I will now demonstrate.

(ZENO takes aim. LYSIS again interposes his
body, then thinks better of it. When he tries to
dance out of the line of fire, ZENO’s aim tracks
him.)

Stand still. Disciples must assist with demonstrations.
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